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Abstract 
The paper describes main local materials in north Sinai and how to make the best use of it in architectural design 
without neglecting our IDENTITY.  Sinai is rich with all the elements of its environment like the beauty of its 
nature, the golden sands, majestic mountains, beautiful beaches with amazing palm trees, and in the earth of 
organisms, water, oil and metals. 
Although Egypt is a developing country that is suffering from a wide range problem of housing affordability, the 
contribution of local building materials is almost negligible and directed our main materials by a non-friend 
material like red brick and cement. 
For evaluating a building material as appropriate it has to be associated with the whole process of building, starting 
from the raw material extraction until the final assembly and finishing on site. 
Apply the local materials (sand – palms) to build a permanent residential home in EL-ARISH with traditional 
techniques (earthbags) for effective energy saving. The interest in local materials (sand – palms) construction is 
essential to achieve the planet’s equilibrium for sustainable living.  
And thus, can determine the extent of comfort within the building spaces in order to reach the optimal design as the 
importance of using these local materials in the building has a great urgency today to reach sustainability in 
residential building that achieve energy saving and respect the Architectural Identity around El-Arish region.  
Keywords: earthbag, palm, sustainability, energy saving 
                          

1. INTRODUCTION 
Housing undoubtedly remains one of the essential needs of man among food and clothing from creation. Building 
material is an important aspect within the design and construction process, having a big influence on the cost and 
quality of the built environment. 
In Egypt, the construction sector has a large share in the national economy, yet, a significant shortage in the 
affordability and sustainability of housing occurs. Efforts for improving the competitiveness of sustainable building 
materials are a contribution to improve the quality and affordability of the built environment, as well as the ecological 
balance and sustainability. 
 The current research aims to investigate the potential of using the techniques of local earth construction materials in 
the Egyptian residential construction sector in north Sinai fig (1), and the possible means to encourage its utilization, 
within appropriate contexts, to provide sustainable and affordable permanent homes. 
Earthbag and palm have been an ancient and a widespread building material for vernacular and popular construction, 
and in modern times, there have been several attempts for its revival with the same traditional techniques.  
A few experiments for using the techniques of compressed earth blocks (CEB) and Rammed earth (RE) have been 
undertaken; however, the potentials for its contribution towards offering affordable and sustainable housing are still 
undermined. 
The factors are causing the underutilization of earth as a permanent sustainable building material in the Egyptian 
residential construction sector. 
The paper uses the local materials (sand-palm) which is a concept from the preservation of identity that consider as our 
main heritage and identifying the opportunities for its improvement and Recommendations that based on the analysis. 
These are as the following: improving the social perception about earth as a building material, the appropriate choice of 
production methods and construction techniques, knowledge exchange and dissemination, promotion and marketing, 
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creating a role model, offering incentives, improving architecture design and regulations, developing codes and 
specifications, encouraging industry and empowering local contractors. 

  
Figure 1   shape of the desert dunes in north Sinai which consists of the main local materials sand and 
palms. 

5. THEORETICAL APPROACH AND CASE STUDIES 

Employment in the desert region by using sand and palm leaves could prevent the migration crisis, conflicts, food 
shortages and even terrorism. We need to think about reintroducing Arish to fix problems in the world such as 
sustainability.  Designers need to convince the authorities to do this. A shortage of resources means we should use these 
traditional technologies especially with global population growth as we are overusing the planet; we just need to go 
back to the concept of reuse our local materials and what belongs to a particular place and stop being the slaves of 
fashion and image fig (2). The solutions are flexible – mixing it with habitant needs and local materials so it looks from 
the context. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2   (a) Al-Arish old city before 97YEAR, (b) Al-Arish now 
                                                                                             
IMPORTANCE OF THIS STUDY 

Investigate the potential of using earth with modern techniques and applications as a sustainable building Material 
in the Egyptian construction sector and the possible means to encourage its utilization within appropriate contexts 
to provide sustainable and affordable housing. 
The main objective of this research is to develop an environmental tool to help architects modeling virtual earthbag 
homes from ideation to construction phase. This challenge has been addressed by adopting an experimental 
methodology that achieves the sustainability in architectural design.  
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THE STUDYING REGION: (SINAI, NORTH-SINAI, AL-
ARISH) 
WHY CHOOSING SINAI? 
THE STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF THE REGION as in fig 
(3). 

 

   
Figure 3   The Strategic Importance of the Region. Figure 4   The studying region map. 

THE URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF THE REGION: 
Sinai represent an essential axis in this long-term development strategy fig (4), in addition of being part of Suez Canal 
region, which contains the largest number of giant projects, as it is the lifeblood of international trade and economy. 
THE SANCTITY OF THE PLACE: 

 Sinai is a land blessed by God Almighty and mentioned in the Heaven Books, and is the crossing of the revealed 
religions. It is the land that the prophets passed through it and took refuge in such as, Ibrahim "peace be upon" with 
his wife Sarah, Joseph Allah gave him great stature in Egypt, God honor Mousa with his words on Sinai mountains, 
Mousa and his brother Haron died on its land and the Holy Family of the Virgin Mary and Jesus. 

THE CHARM OF NATURE IN NORTH SINAI: 
Sinai is rich with the beauty of nature, amazing palms and golden sands fig (5). 

  
Figure 5   the traditional lifestyle in north Sinai. 

                                              
 THE AWARENESS CLASSIFICATION FOR SINAI PEOPLE as in fig (6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6 Awareness classification. 
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DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF HOMES IN NORTH SINAI 
   Because of the special environment there are a lot of animals living there taking the desert as their own home's 
fig (7).The desert ecosystem is hot and dry. Wildlife has been able to adapt and thrive to the harsh conditions of 
the desert, which allow finding a large number of animals that call the desert their home. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7   shown animals living taking the desert as their own home's. 
 
INTERNATIONAL CASE STUDY: Sandbag Shelter, Khuzestan, (Iran) 

Building general specifications: 

THE SITE  SANDBAG SHELTER  
LOCATION  Khuzestan, Iran  

LATITUDES  31.32 N  
ARCHITECT  Nader Khalili  
AWARD   Aga Khan Award for Architecture (AKAA) in the 1980s cycle.  
MAIN DESIGN CONCEPT  Sandbag technology (Earth-bag) 

                            
DESIGN INSPIRATION AND PLAN DESCRIPTION:  
Khalili found the design fig (8) inspiration from the 
principle of the Iranian architecture and the Sufi 
philosophy: the unity of the elements of earth, water, air 
and fire, using sustainable energy (sun, shade, gravity, 
geometry and symmetry), unity of tension and 
compression. The shelter consists of one main major dome 
in addition other spaces for cooking and sanitary services.  
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT:  
Sandbag technology, today known as Super adobe or 
Earth-bag, changes the use of war material and use it in 
peaceful, its concept allows people to build their home by 
filling the on-site earth into long or short sandbags, 

 
Figure 8   Sandbag Shelter, Khuzestan plan. 

which then arranged in layers or long coils (compression, low-tech), held together by barbed wire in between act as 
both mortar and seismic reinforcement (tension, high-tech) shown in two sections fig (9). Also, its aerodynamic form 
resists hurricanes; the use of sandbags aids flood resistance; and the earth itself provides insulation and fireproofing.                                     

  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 9  (a)    section a-a red   (b)    section a-a blue 
 
STRUCTURE:  
This system uses (timeless forms) like arches fig 
(10), domes, vaults and Apses and design 
curvature shell that strong and aesthetically 
pleasing. These load-bearing (compression) refer 
to the ancient mud brick architecture of the Middle 
East, tensile element was the barbed wire that 
refers to portable tensile structures of nomadic 
cultures. The result is an extremely and firmness 
safe structure. 

 
Figure 10    the structure of arches. 

CONSTRUCTION:  
This shelter can be built by occupants themselves with minimal training. The system is also extremely flexible fig (11), 
structures and arrangement of clusters can be varied and applied to several ecosystems which provide settlements that 
are suitable for different numbers of individuals or groups with differing social needs fig (12). 

  

Figure 11    Mother and her child fill long 
sandbag coil with coffee can. 

Figure 12    the sequence of structure process. 

 
MATERIALS:  
The earthen materials of clay and sand with straw and water which used in tradition sun-dried mud bricks fig (13)  and 
this are not always available especially for those most in need of a home, can't make bricks, dry them and then store 
them. But by filling bags directly from the land and reinforcing them with barbed wire, the speed of building is much 
faster. The earth used to fill the sandbags is taken from the site where shelters are required, and stabilizers such as 
cement, lime and asphalt emulsion may be added. The barbed wire is four-point, two-strand, galvanized barbed wire 
and is recyclable. The structures can be temporary or they can be made permanent by plastering over to provide an 
erosion-resistant layer of mud daub or other finishing 
 

.   
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Figure 13  the earthen materials of clay and sand shown in finishing. 
 
EXTERIORS OF A PLASTERED SANDBAG SHELTERS 

The temporary shelter can be upgraded into permanent housing 
fig (14). 

 

 
Figure 14   Exteriors of a plastered sandbag shelters, Upgraded shelter dome with Apses. 

 
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY CHARACTERISTICS:                                

� Maximum size  
� Minimum cost  
� Maximum speed  
� Minimum on-site skill  
� Temporary with the potential for performance  

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY PRINCIPLES:  
1) The unity of the universal natural elements of (Earth, Water, Air and Fire).  
2) Timeless materials: The universal elements and Timeless forms in architecture: The Alpha principle of the Arch, 
and its derivatives, Vaults, Domes, and Apses.  
3) Sustainable energy: Sun, Shade, Gravity, and human hands.  
4) Sacred geometry and symmetry of structure, unity of tension and compression.  
 
OTHER TRAIL OF THE SAME BUILDING TECHNIQUE: Nader Khalili has developed and tested the Super adobe prototype 
in California fig (15). Throughout the period of prototype building and testing, Khalili’s educational philosophy has 
continued to develop. Many individuals have been trained to build with these techniques and are carrying this 
knowledge to those in need in many countries of the world, from Mongolia to Mexico, India to the United States, and 
Iran, Brazil, Siberia and Chile. 

 

Figure 15   Exteriors of a plastered sandbag shelters, Upgraded shelter dome with Apses. 
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6. THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF EARTHBAG AND PALMS IN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

The purpose of this paper is to promote the awareness of the local materials (earthbag and palms) building 
system. Although the earthbag and palm building system allows for the construction of affordable and 
sustainable homes, it is not widely applied.  
RESULT 
Architecture of El-Arish city grades from Traditional/ Vernacular Architecture to Modern Architecture 
(environment – climate – energy) in Building Design process fig (16). 

 

Figure 16   Historical development of Arish architecture. 
(towards a design approach for an energy saving building , master.d.thesis) 

 
 

ARISH ARCHITECTURE IN ARISH CITY 

Traditional buildings made from the leaves of date palms and sand bags have been used in ingenious ways to 
create habitable structures to provide shelter and relief from the extreme climate of the Arabian Peninsula for 
generations. 

When the Arish architecture starts to appear, Then Arish Architecture was born when people began to live in 
constructed dwellings and within communities. Caves were last used as habitats.  

This vernacular architectural tradition based on renewable materials constructed by hand – known as Arish 
architecture fig (17). 

 
                                                           (The Summer homes) 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 17   (a) "Arisha" with a palm frond walls, (b) "Arisha" with a stone base 
THE ARCHITECTURAL IDENTITY IN AL-ARISH 

Nature in peninsula brought many influential factors to Sinai society. These factors, traditions and teachings left 
their marks on house design and planning.  
 In Sinai, religion was not only a code of ethics, but a way of life. It has provided a civic code that has influenced 
social behavior and social interactions.  
 The code, the religious dogma and identity, and what is dictated by socio-cultural considerations changed planning 
and designing in Sinai society. 
 Privacy was a matter of respect and dignity for both individuals and society. 
 The court was introduced to architecture in general, and to the house in particular because it was an appropriate 
solution to the privacy question.  
The house elements were oriented toward the court, and the presence of few windows in the outer walls reduced the 
noise and different nuisances. Amenity, quietness, and coolness too were brought into the house. 
 The social institutions and interactions in Sinai society of Egypt were dominated by two basic and inter- related 
forces. First, and perhaps most important as far as the design of houses is concerned, is the role that women played 
in the society and their place in the household structure. The second influential force on house design is the nature 
of the socialization process in a society dominated by men. 
Generally, the society has been described as a community of men. Men and women moved in two separate circles.  
A woman’s activities clearly centered on the private life of the family, but there were social interactions with other 
women and with members of the family which, to a great extent, were parallel to the interactions engaged in by 
men. Women were not allowed to or supposed to maintain direct social contact. 
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On designing and using materials from 
the environment, it should be taken into 
consideration the privacy and EL-Arish's 
identity in to make a permanent house. 

 
As shown architecture design has 
changed through ages in al-Arish north 
Sinai. In primary designs there is respect 
to human needs fig (18) and identity but 
finally it is just a copy paste designs that 
has no respect for identity and heritage 
fig (19) then suggested design is required 
fig (20). 
 

Figure 18  L-shape design was the favorite to inhabitants.( Primary 
designs) 

  

Figure 19 (current design) Figure 20 suggested design link between 
past and present designs) 

STEPS TO SWITCH BUILDING SYSTEM FROM RED BRICK AND CEMENT TO TRADITIONAL HOME 
BUILDING (SIMPLE ROOM AS EXAMPLE) 
1) As shown a simple room that made from red brick and cement which considered as a non-friend material with the 

environment and fill the bags with sands. 
2) Replace the concrete columns and cement red brick with a sustainable building material (palm) fig (21). 

   
 

 
 

 

(a) Concrete column. (b) Stud palms. (c) Red brick. (d) Earthbags 
Figure 21  the current building materials and its alternatives. 

 

  
 All room designed 
in l shaped and 
oriented toward the 
court. 
 
 
 
 
Greenery court, 
give ventilation, 
lighting and 
privacy 
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3) Sequence of the process development fig (22). 
 

 
(a) Sequence of proposed plan design. 

  

                                  (b) Isometric of earthbag wall sequence. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Palm 
frond

s 
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(c) Isometric of the earthbag wall. 

Figure 22  the sequence of design proposal 

4) The component of foundation layers fig (23). 

 

Figure 23  component of foundation layers. 
(https://pinterest.com) 

 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design and U.S Green Building Councils have defined the criteria of 

sustainable characteristics that attempt to transform traditional home building to be more sustainable and 
promote the awareness of sustainability in building system. 

 Earthbag and palms as main building materials has implications throughout the housing industry, allowing for 
the construction of affordable and sustainable homes 

 By using those simple materials, these houses are ideal for hot climate because the sandbag wall buffer the 
house from intense heat. 

 The sandbag which required for the wall construction are mostly sourced from rice bags, so the million bags 
that are discarded year alone are literally finding new homes instead of landfills or the seas. 

 Those homes look cool with the local materials (sand-palms) producing a unique design. 
 Take this material and make it up to today's standard. 
 Each region would have its own style of weaving it together. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

STRENGTH 

This is the message that must be adopted in design ‘look at the historical architecture of our region and how it is 
being used and the different influences and how it was assembled.’ This material is very sustainable but it is not 
being used in today’s architecture. 
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The compacted sand inside the bags is almost 20 times stronger than bricks. 

DURABILITY 

The earthbag are known for their durability. 
This type of construction is more durable than that of brick construction. 
The earthbag and palms can least for more than 300 years (undoubtedly longer than the cement used to bind the 
bottles together in the walls). 

COST ANALYSIS 

The cost of this construction can reduce 33% cost of house made of concrete and bricks. 
 

THE POSITIVE BENEFITS OF SUSTAINABLE BUILDING MATERIALS(EARTHBAG-PALMS): 
 

 Accommodating Human Needs 
 Preserving local materials  
 Reviving Urban Areas 
 Creating Economic Advantage 
  Time Saving for New Construction 
  Maintaining Traditional Standards. 
 Save energy through passive design.  
  Make a sustainable roof.  
 Use creativity and innovation to build 

more sustainable environments. 
 Reducing Construction Waste 
 Create healthy indoor environments.  

 

 Minimizing Consumption of Energy;  
 Reusing Existing Materials;  
 Avoiding neg Create a sustainable 

community.  
 Respect the existing sites and reuse it.   
  Avoiding additional energy 

consumption.  
 Reduce, reuse, and recycle materials. 
 Using sustainable materials and support 

the market for recycled materials.  
  Preserving architectural history.  
 Avoiding negative environmental 

impacts.  
 

 
 
 

 

  
 

advantage of each material chosen to build those permanent homes in north Sinai: 

 

mud Low heat radiation, low cost and availability 

Thick wall High isolation 

No use of R.C and STEEL High heat radiation 

Courtyard with partial greenery Screen dust and sand in prevailing wind 
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Recommendations 

 It’s important to engage with our own culture and save the planet. This won’t get disseminated without 
academic research. Palm leaf technology could be used to create emergency homes in post disaster relief 
zones and more importantly to create jobs for the survivors so they can set up small shelters. 

 I am a culturally inspired designer. I enjoy digging deep into my culture and looking at it. I really want to 
preserve this craft – we need to understand how it started and the tools they use. 

 The Nomad installation definitions. 

It’s a sculpture of a palm leaf tree. The Nomad fig (24) was the name which came later and it turned out to be a great 
choice because of the journey the sculpture will take. 

  
Figure 24   the nomad lifestyle as Getting building material from the surrounding environment. 

 
 
 

 The aspects of sustainability whether environmental, social, or economic in relation to the building materials 
production and use in construction. 

 
 The spot actions and experiments done in Egypt using modern techniques of earth construction (CEB and 

Rammed earth). 
 The constraints and challenges causing the underutilization of earth as a sustainable building material in the 

Egyptian construction sector. 
 

 The current practice of construction and building materials production in Egypt must follow the steps to achieve 
sustainability and reservation fig (25). 
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Figure 25  conclusion in steps. 
 

 Support of the Architectural Character  
Architectural character is the product of the prevailing external composition characteristics in forming the 
building's facades at a certain place, which take it to uniqueness and excellence.  To achieve the goal of 
supporting the architectural character, a full study should respect the architectural character elements as 
following:  
Building Height 
 Building Facades and Type of Finishing 
 Projections (Towers-Balconies-Cornices)  
 Architectural Style 
Additions to Building  
 Architecture Elements and Treatments  
 Entrances of Buildings 
 Inhabitants Activities 

 The Positive Benefits of Sustainable Preservation identified through following points:   
Minimizing Consumption of Energy 
Reusing Existing Materials 
Avoiding negative environmental impacts  
Reusing Existing Sites 
 Reducing Construction Waste  
Accommodating Human Needs 
Meeting Performance Requirements  
Preserving local materials  
Reviving Urban Areas  
Creating Economic Advantage 
 Time Saving for New Construction 
 Maintaining Traditional Standards 
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